Abstract
Introduction
Keirlforcernenr lemxirig (RL) is a research field within Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. It addresses problems of sequential decision making and stochastic control and is strongly connected to dynamic programming and Markov decision processes.
RL is based on the idea o f learning by trial and error while interacting with an environment. At each step the agent performs an action and receives a reward depending on the starting state, the action and the environment. The agent learns to choose iictions that maximize the sum of all rewards i n the long run. The resulting choice of actions for each state is called il policy.
Several methods to find optimal or suboptimal policies are known, Eertsekas and Tsitsiklis [l] , Kaelbling, Littman and Moore 121, Sutton and Barto [3] . Combined with approximation architectures to deal with huge state and action sets model-free methods have become a powerful tool which resulted in inipressive applications, see for example [ l ] and 131. see for example Puterman [6] . . A family p = m-I a , S ) ) & E S , u e A ( s ) of probabilities P(-I ~1,s) on S. We interpret P(s' I n,s) as the tram sition probabilio that performing action a in state s leads to the successor state d .
Let E = (S,A,P) be an environment. A policy for E is
given by a family K = (E(-1 s ) ) ,~,~ of probabilities K(-I s) on A(s). We interpret n(a I s) as the probability that action a is chosen in state s. A policy is called deterministic i f r ( -I s) i s deterministic for all ,s E S. We w e the notation Afiizire Markov decision process (MDP) is given by an fors € S.
A grerdypolicy TC* for the optimal action-values Q*,
OEA(S)
is an optimal deterministic policy. A greedy policy for an approximation of the optimal action-values is an approximation of an optimal policy.
Model-free Methods and Q-learning
Methods that approxiinate the value function and actionvalues or find (sub)optimal policies without an explicit model of the environment are called "&-free methods. They are important in real world applications where in general the transition probabilities of the environment can only be observed. Figure I summarizes the interaction between an agent and the (real world) environment or simulation which provide the observations. We start in state s, apply an ac- apply action a, observe 5' and obtain r Q(u,s) 6 Q(.,*)
Algorithm 1: Q-learning
The random vectors related to the approximations Q generated by the algorithm converge to the optimal actionvalues with probability one, provided that each state and each action is chosen with nonzero probability and the step-size parameter decreases to zero under conditions explained below. We refcr to Tsitsiklis [SI and [I, pp, 2471 for a proof based on the fact that Q' is the fixed point of a contraction mapping.
The conditions for the decreasing step-size parameters cl, at iteration r are The first condition allows the change in the update to be big enough to overcome any initial bias and the second ensures convergence, compare [ I , p. 13.51 and [3, p. 391. A usual choice for the step-size parameters that satisfies (4) is at = c / t , where c is a positive constant.
I n real world applications usually a variant of Q-learning is applied where the states are chosen according to the successor states obtained from the previous iteration, see 6 
5
Figure 2: left: The robot Khepera right: Range and distribution of its sensors (s t s') in Algorithm 1. Thus the chosen action influences the next state. Since every state has to be visited with nonzero probability to guarantee convergence the actions should be chosen so that the whoIe state space is explored. Moreover, the robot should choose actions using knowledge already gathered. This dilemma is referred to as ex~~lorrrtinn-exploitariorz and plays an important role in online learning methods, see [ 1, p. 25 11 and Thrun [9] .
For e x p l o i k " , that is, using knowledge gained during learning, the actions are often selected according to a greedy policy for the current approximation of the actionvalues. Then evplorrrrion is applied, a technique that adds a random component to the actions selected. We call the resulting action derived from the current action-values, see 
The Robot and its Environment
Khepera is a miniature mobile robot produced by the Swiss company K-Teain, see Figure 2 left. It has a cylindric shape, is 55 mm in diameter and 30 m m high. Two wheels allow the robot to move around with a maximum speed of one meter per second. It is equipped with eight infrared proximity sensors. See Mondada, Franzi and Ienne [ 10) for technical details.
For our experiments we developed the program R e a lRobo which controls the robot in real-time via the R s 2 3 2 serial port, see [ l I ] for further details. The robot is pui into a wooden box as shown in Figure 3 In theory, if we fix a probability on all physical positions of the robot then transition probabilities can be derived from the wooden box. However, this process turns out to be in- 
Q-learning Implementation
In the following two sections we discuss a method to appiy Q-learning for large state and action spaces. We describe a specific variant of Q-learning for the robot but the considerations can be applied generally in the model-free case. We call the approximation of Q" the learning phase. One experimental run of the robot is described by a theoretically infinite sequence (. . . I a,+, IS,+, 1 a, Let er+, (-I s t + , ) be a greedy policy for the current approximation Qr+l. For exploration, we add a random number b E [-b,,b,] to a greedy action n of fir+1 where b, > 0 is a zero-sequence. We then choose the action rr/+] which is nearest to u + b . We obtain a probability E , + , ( -1 s,+~) on A(s,+,) according to which the action a,+, is selected. 
( S~, L Z~, Q~( U~, S~) )
E S x A X R CRi0.
We encode the wanted data s, a' and V* in a matrix 
Learning Phase
The network W is determined by one or more experimental runs (. . . ,aI, st,. . . , ao7 so) of the robot as the limit of networks W,, f = 0,1, ...) with nr, units. The m, form an increasing but not strictly increasing sequence of row dimensions. One talks about an adaptive network U' since the number of units can change.
The sequence (...,a,,s, ,..., aO,so) and the m, x 10-matrices W, with rows w,(j), j = 1,. . . ,mE. are obtained as follows. We start with a randomly chosen state-action pair (ag,so) and the 1 x 10-matrix WO with the row wo(l) = After t iterations the history ( a I , s t , . . . ,so) has been observed and the network W, E R*i ''' has been obtained. For the update we need LO select greedy actions based on the current approximation. In a state s we choose a row j " with w S ( j * ) close to s and w q ( j * ) as high as possibIe. We choose a "distance function" ds,q(x,y) of a nonnegative real variable x: for the distance between s and w ,~ and a r e d variable y for the approximate action-value w4, with the property that it is strictly monotonically increasing in x and decreasing in y . In our actual implementation action-values q are kept in the unit interval by cutting them off below zero and above one, and we use the distance function Moreover, we need to select a row k* for the current Stateaction pair (s,a) with wS(k*) close to s and w,(k') close to a. Again we choose a distance, in our case the L,-norm. To decide when to add a new unit during the update we additionally choose two small constants a, , = > 0 and & q > 0.
The choice of the distances and constants have to be made appropriately. The actual update proceeds in the following five steps:
Step 1 (s,,a,, Q,(xr,fLr) ) in the update rule (3).
Step 4 is intended to be ? . better approximation of the observed state action pair (st, a, 1 than ( w~,~ (k'), w,,=(k* )) it is chosen in the interior of the line segment between the two latter vectors. Hence the updated center moves towards (sl,ul) . In the robot experiments we choose the constant parameters as an approximation of the greedy action a . For exploration we draw a random number h f [-b,,h,] and choosc a r f l = argminla -~, +~,~( i * )
-hl.
choose a,,, randomly and add to the matrix U If a2 > W,,, the new row or unit wr+l("r+l+ 1) = (~r+lr~~~+l>O).
In our experiment we fix a number of iterations T for the learning phase. For exploration we choose bo = 1 and
Execution Phase
After T iteration steps where T 1.5 sufficiently large the matrix W = W, with m = mT rows is used to construct an approximation of an optimal deterministic policy. The rows w(j) in the network approximate the optimal action-vaiues for large T . Thus a greedy policy n with respect to the network which can be computed for each state as follows is a (sub)optimal policy. For state s we select the row
and choose action a = argmin,In -wcL(i*)/.
7, Experiments
The robot is put in the center of the wooden box, Figure   3 . During the learning phase the robot is provided with two If it gets too close to an obstacle it undoes the last action executed. If there is no obstacle in sight it moves straight forward until it again perceives an obstacle. The robot acts randomly at the beginning due to the used exploration technique. With increasing iterations the actions of the robot become the greedy actions with respect to the current network. Figure 4 shows the increasing number of To compare the obtained policies we use estimates of the value function derived from sample runs, see Monte Carlo methods in [3, pp 1131 and [ l , pp. 1811. The robot is put to a s t x t position. Then the policy is executed for 100 steps and the rewards are observed. The average sum of the rewards i s computed. For the random policy, a policy abtained after 150 iterations and a policy obtained after 300 iterations we conduct three sample runs each and average the obtained estimates. In Figure 5 these averages are displayed. We observe that the average sum of rewards raises with the number of iterations.
The robot performs obstacle avoidance applying the obtained policy. It moves around while remaining far away from obstacles. Once the parameters are set the proposed method obtains good policies by learning a reduced representation of the state and action sets and an approximation of optimal action-values For this representation. The learned policies turn out to be flexible and can successfully be applied to different environments.
